Feature Selection (FS) plays an important role in learning and classification tasks. The object of FS is to select the relevant and non-redundant features. Considering the huge amount number of features in real-world applications, FS methods using batch learning technique can't resolve big data problem especially when data arrive sequentially. In this paper, we propose an online feature selection system which resolves this problem. More specifically, we treat the problem of online supervised feature selection for binary classification as a decision-making problem. A philosophical vision to this problem leads to a hybridization between two important domains: feature selection using online learning technique (OFS) and automated negotiation (AN). The proposed OFS system called MOANOFS (Multi-Objective Automated Negotiation based Online Feature Selection) uses two levels of decision. In the first level, from n learners (or OFS methods), we decide which are the k trustful ones (with high confidence or trust value). These elected k learners will participate in the second level. In this level, we integrate our proposed Multilateral Automated Negotiation based OFS (MANOFS) method to decide finally which is the best solution or which are relevant features. We show that MOANOFS system is applicable to different domains successfully and achieves high accuracy with several real-world applications.
INTRODUCTION
URING the last three decades, Feature Selection (FS) has been extensively studied in Data Mining [1] , [2] , Pattern Classification [3] , [4] and Machine Learning [5] , [6] . FS is defined as the process of selecting a subset of relevant features and removing the redundant ones from a dataset for building effective prediction models.
In recent years, an enormous increase in data (news, medical imaging) has been observed which allows an increase in redundant information.
Even worse, the redundancy of irrelevant data has a negative impact on the performance of classification methods associated. With the rapid development of the Internet, current tremendous amounts of data up to millions or billions, can be collected for training machine learning models.
Most existing studies of feature selection are conducted in batch learning (off-line learning). In the batch learning, all features are given a priori in training instances. Such assumptions may not always hold for some real-world applications. In these real applications, training examples often arrive in a sequential manner, or it is expensive to collect the full information of training data.
With the emerging of large scale data and big data applications, the feature selection based on batch learning methods becomes non-practical.
Recently, Online Feature Selection (OFS) methods [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] have been proposed to face out the drawbacks of batch feature selection methods. In fact, the proposed OFS methods tend to resolve feature selection tasks by exploring online learning techniques in machine learning.
Nowadays, significant parts of the information are stored in textual databases (or text documents) which are composed of a large set of documents from various sources, such as news, articles, books, digital libraries, email messages and Web pages. It is obviously important to consider that a real-world application has to deal with sequential, massive and high dimensional training data. Online learning has been extensively studied in machine learning and data mining [11] , [12] , [13] . In a traditional online learning task (e.g. online classification), a learner is trained in a sequential manner to predict the class labels of a sequence of instances.
With the development and penetration of distributed data mining within different disciplines, both feature selection and online learning have emerged to enhance techniques of relevant data selection. These data are mined for several identifications of data mining task in an online fashion for efficient knowledge discovery and collaborative computation.
In this paper, we find a solution to the problem of online feature selection with large-scale and ultra-high dimensional data for classification task using a new vision of data analysis. In fact, when we treated an online feature selection problem, questions raised are: is the online feature selection method used to select relevant D features the best method that can enhance the classification performance? Can selecting the features let's say 1,2,3,8… give minimum errors than the selection of 1,3,4,8… features!? Can making a combination between some OFS methods or between intelligent methods improve the performance of classification!? These different questions were behind developing a new idea in this paper which is hybridization between two domains aiming to assure decision making: feature selection in online fashion and automated negotiation (which is described with a philosophical vision).
This paper aims to address large-scale online feature selection problems with big data. To this end, we propose a novel online feature selection system by exploring the recent advances of online machine learning techniques [11] , [14] , [15] , and a conflict resolution technique (Automated Negotiation) [16] for the purpose of enhancing the classification performance of ultra-high dimensional databases.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We present a review of OFS and AN in Section 2. Then, we describe our proposed ANOFS methods and OFS system in Section 3 and Section 4 respectively. Finally, we draw a conclusion of this paper and we present possible future work in Section 5.
REVIEW OF ONLINE FEATURE SELECTION AND AUTOMATED NEGOTIATION
In this section, we first give an overview of online feature selection methods. Then, we introduce the principle of automated negotiation (AN). Specifically, we present some state-of-the-art works using AN on which we were referred to establish our OFS system.
Online Feature Selection
Online Feature Selection (OFS) aims to solve the feature selection problem in an online fashion by effectively exploring online learning techniques. The key challenge of Online Feature Selection is how to make accurate prediction for an instance using a small number of active features. Let us have an overview of online feature selection methods.
One of the most straightforward approaches to online feature selection is applying the Perceptron algorithm via truncation (PETrun) [10] . Specifically, at each step, the classifier firstly predicts the label ŷt with wt. If ŷt is correct, then wt+1 = wt ; otherwise, the classifier will update wt by Perceptron rule to obtain ŵt+1 = wt + ƞtytxt , which will be further truncated by keeping the largest B absolute values of ŵt+1 and setting the rest to zero. The truncated classifier, denoted by or wt+1 , will be used to predict the next observation.
Wang et al. [10] observed that the above method cannot guarantee a small number of mistakes since it fails to ensure small numerical values of truncated elements, thus leading to a nontrivial loss of accuracy. Consequently, the authors [10] proposed a novel first-order online feature selection scheme (FOFS) by exploring online gradient descent with a sparse projection scheme before truncation [17] , which guarantees the resulting classifier wt to be restricted into an l1-ball at each step (see Algorithm 1).
Wu et al. [18] , [19] proposed an online feature selection method (SOFS) by exploiting second-order information. SOFS uses confidence-weighted (CW), a state-of-the-art method for second-order online learning, and extend it to tackle online feature selection tasks to deal with largescale ultra-high dimensional sparse data streams.
Yu et al. [20] developed a Scalable and Accurate OnLine Approach for feature selection (SAOLA). SAOLA can filter out redundant features using a theoretical analysis to derive a low bound on pairwise correlations between features.
Yang et al. [21] proposed a limited-memory and model parameter free online feature selection method namely online substitution (OS) in order to overcome two drawbacks of existing methods which solve an L1 norm minimization problem (minimization of total loss). In fact, these two disadvantages are: 1) the penalty term for L1 norm term is hard to choose; and 2) the memory usage is hard to control or predict. OS essentially aims at solving an L0 norm constraint problem:
( , ) . . ‖ ‖ 0 ≤ where ∈ ℝ × is a feature matrix of n samples with p features, ∈ ℝ is the label vector, and s is the total number of features we want to select.
Perkins et al. [22] presented an OFS approach called Grafting which treats the appropriate selected features as an integral part of training a predictor model by using gradient descent.
Perkins and Theiler [7] tackled the problem in which features arrive one by one at a time instead of all being available from the start.
We have to distinguish between online feature selection and online streaming feature selection taking into account that streaming features are considered as dynamic ones by which they flow in one by one, and each new feature is treated upon its arrival.
Zhou et al. [7] , [23] proposed a streamwise feature selection method which evaluates each feature once when it is generated using information-investing and α-investing (two adaptive complexity penalty methods) to dynamically adjust the threshold on the error reduction required for adding a new feature.
Wu et al. [8] presented the OSFS method (Online Streaming Feature Selection) to online select relevant and non-redundant features. The authors in [9] presented a novel framework for selecting features from streaming ones, which is inspired by feature relevance and feature redundancy. In [9] , an efficient Fast-OSFS algorithm is proposed to improve feature selection performance. This framework involves two key components: 1) the utilization of feature relevance to select features on the fly, and 2) the removal of redundant features from the selected candidates which are far, based on feature redundancy. Keerthika and Priya [24] examined various feature reduction techniques for intrusion detection, where training data arrive in a sequential manner from a real-time application.
Wang et al. [25] developed a novel online group feature selection method named OGFS which solves the problem of image analysis. In fact, this problem assumes that features are generated individually but there are group structures in the feature stream.
The striving to reduce the dimensionality of the growing data creates new tough challenges in how selecting both the best OFS method and the best combination of features that helps the improvement of classifier performance as well as having a best pattern recognition in decision making result.
Having studied and tested the efficiency of classifiers' combination [26] , we have supposed that the same idea will be great and successful in the dimensionality reduction step. Theoretically, we are in front of different propositions, so, we can say that we are in a conflict situation; mainly a conflict between learners. Conerning literature, to solve the conflict of interest between classifiers, we used the technique of automated negotiation.
Automated Negotiation
Automated Negotiation (AN) is a conflict resolution technique. Several definitions of AN have been proposed in literature [27] , [28] , [29] . In the context of classification problems, AN is used to resolve decision conflict between two or more classifiers. Each with its preferences, seeks to reach an agreement that assign a class to an input pattern.
The work presented in [28] shows a generic framework which defines the different steps and components to conduct automated negotiation process. First of all, we have to define the object of negotiation and specify the number of issues. Then, we should define our negotiators, their preferences, their parameters and the type of interaction between them which leads to bilateral negotiation in the cases of having two negotiators or multilateral negotiation if we have more than two participants. Also, we have to clarify the strategy of each negotiator; this means the different actions to do along the negotiation process. To communicate between these participants, we have to specify rules of encounter or the protocol of negotiation. Finally, the negotiation outcome is specified if participants are cooperative or collaborative.
Several reviews on automated negotiation [16] , [30] , [31] , [32] give the reader more information and help better understanding negotiation principle.
An extensive review of all problems in automated negotiation has nonsense since the amount of literature in this domain is vast and immense. Thus, in this part of literature review we have mainly focused on identifying two types of negotiation models: bilateral and multilat-eral models to solve the classification problem.
Bilateral Automated Negotiation. We give an example of two classifiers that fall into decision conflict of assigning a class to an input pattern. Suppose that this input pattern is the handwritten digit '3'. The first classifier C1 assigns '8' to this input and the classifier C2 decides that this pattern is '3'. The two classifiers are in decision conflict so we decide to integrate a negotiation process in the classification system to resolve this conflict. We notice here that the negotiation objective is the classification of a handwritten digit. The number of negotiators is two so we lead a bilateral negotiation. Each participant in this negotiation process has to maximize its utility. A utility function describes a negotiator's preferences, which allows negotiation outcomes to be evaluated and compared.
In bilateral automated negotiation, maximum utility for a single agent can become minimum utility for opponent agent, and therefore the chance of agreement is low (see Fig. 1 ).
If we consider that these negotiators are collaborative, it is worthy to say that they have the same objective: maximization of the classification performance. So, we are in the case of simple issue negotiation which is the 'classification performance'. If we suppose now that these negotiators aim to 'maximize the classification performance' and to 'maximize the trust', we notice that we have more than one issue or objective and we call this type of negotiation multi-issue negotiation. This makes negotiation much more complex especially when one participant has no information about its opponent. If we consider v1 and v2 two interdependent issues, then:
(〈 1 , 2 〉) ≤ ,1 . (〈 1 , ∅〉) + ,1 . (〈∅, 2 〉)
(1) where wp,i , is the weight of issue i to negotiator p and Up is the p's utility function.
In some other negotiations, issues are independent. In this case, the overall utility of the offer is equal to the weighted sum of utilities of different issues. Such utility functions can be defined formally as:
( ) = ∑ , . , ( )
=1
(2) where o is the offer, n is the number of negotiation issues, wp,i is the weight of issue i to negotiation participant p and Up,i(vi) is the p's utility of issue i for the value of vi. For-
To perform such negotiation, negotiators must choose rules to make offers and counter offers. These rules are called negotiation protocol [33] . On the basis of this protocol, each negotiator chooses its strategy [34] which is a specification of the sequence of actions the agent plans to make during the negotiation process.
When the number of participants in a negotiation process exceeds two, we call this type of negotiation Multilateral Negotiation.
Multilateral Automated Negotiation. In the most general situation of multilateral negotiation with many issues and with vague preferences, we suppose that m participants take part in the negotiation and the negotiation subject can be characterized by n issues, all of them have numerical nature.
Let Xij denote the value for issue j (j = 1,...,n) offered to the negotiation participant i (i = 1,…,m) by another participant at some moment. In general, an interval of values is acceptable by each participant, i.e., ≤ ≤ , = 1; … ; , = 1. .
(3)
Different values taken from this interval can have different worth for every negotiation participant. The worth of values of negotiation issues is modeled by scoring functions:
The bigger the value of a scoring function for a certain value of an issue is, the more suitable it is for the negotiation participant. In a real negotiation, different negotiation issues have different importance in relation to every negotiation participant. To model this, we introduce the notion of relative importance that a participant assign to each issue under negotiation. Let ij be the relative importance of issue j, j = 1,...,n, for the participant i, i =1,...,m. For convenience, we assume that the normalized relation is valid:
Now we suppose that negotiation participant i, i = 1,...,m, is given an offer. Because the negotiation is characterized by n issues, the offer can be represented by a vec-
Using the scoring functions and relative importance of issues under negotiation, we can introduce the notion of a general scoring function:
The exact form of scoring functions depends on a concrete situation. In many cases, linear function can be used to model the utility:
( ), = 1. .
(7)
This situation is the simplest one from the mathematical point of view. If all negotiators use the linear scoring functions, it is possible to compute the optimum value of x giving theoretical value for the "best deal". In a real negotiation, however, the final result achieved in the process of negotiation will depend on negotiation strategies, even in the case of linear scoring functions.
If we give the example of the Time-dependent strategy:
(8) where f1 and f2 are user defined value of the negotiation issue. tInit is the initial time of an agent initialized by the system user. tMax is the time max dedicated to an agent (a negotiator) in a negotiation process (the end of negotiation for an agent a). > 0 is a parameter that determines how the agent changed the value of issue according to the time. Mediator is a coordinator between agents, who handles and manages communication between agents.
Another interesting work on automated negotiation is proposed in [26] . Hamdani et al. [26] integrate negotiation between several classifiers to resolve a decision conflict (which is the right class?) between them. Firstly, authors designed an agent classifier capable to interact with its environment and to negotiate with its neighbors. Secondly, Hamdani et al. proposed Intelligent Multiple Decision System (I-MDS) which is a multi-agent system where agents are n classifiers. This proposed system was tested on MNIST dataset, and compared to the 'majority voting rule'. It had in most cases better performance of classification.
To explain more the principle of Automated Negotiation, we present below a basic model of negotiation.
A Simple Negotiation Model. We suppose that the negotiation space is represented by = 〈 , , , , 〉 where:  P represents a finite set of participants;  A represents a set of attributes (issues) used in negotiation and understood by all of agents;  An attribute domain is specified by where ∈ and ∈ ;  U denotes the set of utility functions in which the utility of agent p ( ∈ ) is denoted by ∈ ;  Finally, the deadline for every agent p is represented by ∈ . In this model, it is assumed that information about P, A, D is exchanged among the negotiation participants.
A multilateral negotiation situation can be modeled as many one-to-one bilateral negotiations where an agent p maintains a separate negotiation dialog with an initiator (a broker).
In a negotiation round, each agent will make an offer to the initiator. An offer ⃗ = 〈 1 , 2 , … , 〉 is a tuple of attribute values (intervals) pertaining to a finite set of attributes = { 1 , 2 , … , }. Each attribute tales its value from the corresponding domain . The valuation function for each agent p for each attribute ∈ is defined by: : → [0,1]. The valuation function of each agent p for each attribute value ∈ is defined by:
:
The valuations of attributes are assumed normalized: ∑ ( ) = 1 ∈ . One common way to measure an agent's utility function for an offer o is as follows:
Now let's see how the incoming offers are processed in this model. When the offer o is received from an opponent, it is evaluated to see if it satisfies all of its con-straints. This is carried out by computing an equivalent offer, o, as an interpretation about the opponent's proposal o. The offer o is equivalent to o if and only if every attribute interval of ointersects each corresponding attribute interval in o. Once it is computed, it decides whether to accept it according to some criteria.
we consider the deadline in terms of time pressure (time), which is applied as a coefficient to previous two components. In this work, we use a simplified version of the polynomial time-dependent decision function in [35] to compute and apply this time pressure:
In this function, t denotes the absolute time or the number of negotiation rounds. denotes the deadline for agent p. This deadline can also be specified either in absolute time or according to the maximum number of negotiation rounds that is allowed for agent p.
Furthermore, specifies the agent's attitude toward concession. This factor is defined by the user before the negotiation starts and may take positive non-zero values.
We reviewed the existing OFS works, then we gave the OFS problem a philosophical vision considering that OFS is a decision-making problem where decision-makers fall in decision conflict. In literature, Automated Negotiation (AN) is a technique of conflict resolution. For this reason, we choose this technique to resolve the problem of OFS. In fact, this section presents a hybridization between two domains: feature selection domain and automated negotiation domain. This novel vision to state-of-the-art methods contributes in the emergence of a novel approach which is Automated Negotiation based Online Feature Selection (ANOFS). In Section 3, we will describe this approach ANOFS and we will show several experimental results to demonstrate its efficiency compared to state-ofthe-art OFS approaches.
AUTOMATED NEGOTIATION BASED ONLINE FEATURE SELECTION
We propose two types of OFS methods which apply the automated negotiation to resolve the problem of feature selection in an online fashion. The first method is named BANOFS (Bilateral ANOFS) and the second type is named MANOFS (Multilateral ANOFS). We began our idea by two negotiators 'neg=2' (BANOFS) then we expand our research to treat more complex domains and so we increase the number of negotiators to neg>2 to get the MANOFS method. In this section, we present the OFS problem. Then, we describe the two types of ANOFS, and we report the experimental results comparing our algorithms to other OFS algorithms.
BANOFS: Bilateral Automated Negotiation based OFS Method

BANOFS: Description
Considering that two learners have a decision conflict: which are the appropriate features to be selected in order to enhance the classifier performance? Suppose that RAND (see Algorithm 2) and PEtrun (see Algorithm 3 ) are the two participants in the negotiation process that try to select best features. We consider the error rate or the number of mistakes as the utility function of each negotiator, so the object of negotiation is 'minimizing the error rate'. We suppose that we treat a simple-issue negotiation process.
The idea is integrating the principle of automated negotiation between online feature selection algorithms in order to enhance the classification performance. Many existent works [36] , [37] use negotiation between classifiers. In this work, we use negotiation approach between learners. We consider a negotiation domain x that contains d features {F = f1,f2,…,fd | d: dimension of the input vector x} resulting an outcome space x' which represents all the possible outcomes achievable. The formal definition of a negotiation outcome O, also referred to the different offers, can be seen as O = {o1, …, op} where p is the number of participants in the negotiation process and o1 for example is represented as o1 = {w1, err_count} means a negotiator offer contains the weight vector (the vector which contains selected features) and the error-rate of prediction.
Assume that we adopt two negotiators (learners) that are completely cooperative, each participant p has complete information about the opponent preference (its utility function). Each negotiator defines its preference (preference profile). For each issue in the domain, a weight is assigned indicating how important that particular issue is to the negotiator (issue weight). To communicate between these negotiators, we implement ANOFS protocol.
Algorithm 2 RAND Algorithm
ŵ  = wt+ ytxt v = 0 permt = randperm(size( 1 t ŵ  , 1)) ct = permt(1 : B) v(ct) = 1 w = 1 t ŵ  v end if end for
ANOFS Protocol
We have chosen Contract Net Protocol [33] as basis to design the protocol used in our OFS System. Fig. 2 shows the ANOFS protocol adapted in our work.
The Scenario of this protocol is: a call for proposal CFP (claim: which participant is ready to participate to solve the OFS problem?) will be sent from the initiator to participants. The participant p sends its proposal w (the weight vector) and its prediction error (err-count). The accepted proposals (vectors with selected features) will be collected and the initiator creates a vector that contains all selected features. This new vector wANOFS (or winitiator) will be send to each participant. Fig. 3 describes a real case of the proposed BANOFS method. The process begins by a simple w sending; it means each participant sends its weight vector which continues the selected features. The first participant RAND sends wRAND and its prediction error err_countRAND and the second PEtrun sends wPEtrun and err_countPE to the initiator. The initiator follows a set of actions to get its weight vector wANOFS. Suppose that W1 and W2 are the two bids (vector of weights) offered by the two learners (negotiators) L1 and L2.
If L1 chooses a feature that L2 consider irrelevant, the initiator gives chance to this feature and put its weight into wANOFS and respectively L2 and L1.
If the same feature is selected by the two learners, the initiator has to detect the learner which has minimum error and put its weight into wANOFS. In other words, the initiator accepts the two propositions and sends wANOFS to each participant. In the second trial (t = 2), each participant has to use the wANOFS (not his saved w) to do the prediction step and so on. This idea means to give more chance to each feature selected by the union of all features stayed in RAND and PEtrun vectors; this increases the confidence rate in each participant and give an opportunity to enhance the classification rate. The diagram of our negotiation environment is presented in Fig. 4 . The ANOFS protocol contains the rules of encounter between the negotiators and the initiator. The actions in the negotiation process are: sending proposal (w, err_count), accepting proposal, refusing proposal. Of course, these actions are followed by some criteria as when the initiator should accept or refuse proposals and when the negotiation should be stopped (t = tmax; where tmax is the maximum number of iterations fixed as input).
Fig. 4. A diagram of the negotiation environment
We have therefore raised the question: if we have more than two negotiators with several techniques of online learning, can we get better results means can we enhance more the classification performance? This question makes us thinking about a novel method of negotiation that ensures the integration of more than two learners in our negotiation model and this leads to MANOFS method: Multilateral Automated Negotiation based OFS method. For this purpose, we consider online learning algorithms in LIBOL framework [38] . Next, we will describe the MANOFS method.
MANOFS: Multilateral Automated Negotiation based OFS Method
MANOFS: Description
We define below our negotiation process MANOFS.  Negotiation Object: what are the relevant features? Issues: we suppose that we have a simple issue which is maximizing the online predictive performance that generates a maximization of classification performance. Of course, we can consider more than one issue in our MANOFS model and in this case, we will speak about multi-issue negotiation process.  Which agents participate: n agent-learners or n OFS methods; a framework of OFS methods. Preferences: all these agent-learner tend to maximize the online predictive performance.  Parameters: each agent has its special parameters and all learner-participants have Trust parameter that indicate the degree of confidence of each learner. Also, the history of each prediction is saved to help the learner in the next turn.  Type of interaction: one-to-many which leads to multilateral negotiation: many bilateral negotiations.  Negotiation protocol: the used protocol is an extended version of the ANOFS protocol presented in [39] .  Negotiator's strategy: each leaner accords a weight to relevant feature and 0 to redundant ones. The initiator follows the following steps to create the wMANOFS vector (which is the output of MANOFS): -If the feature Ft is considered irrelevant by the three learners, wMANOFSt will be equal to 0; -If the feature Ft is selected by just one between the three learners, wMANOFSt will have the weight given to this feature; -If more than one learner chooses the feature Ft, wMANOFSt will take the weight given by the learner which has the minimum error of prediction.  Negotiation outcome: our agents are cooperative since they opt to find the best solution of feature selection by cooperating all learners. Fig. 5 presents a real case of the proposed MANOFS method. We describe first of all negotiators: let's consider three participants to the negotiation process where the object of negotiation is the same as cited before; selecting the best relevant features. A vector containing n features is the input to our MANOFS method. L1, L2 and L3 are the three learners that accept the call for proposal of the initiator. At t=1 (the first trial), each participant sends its proposal as a weight vector w to the initiator. This vector should contain just the value of the selected features; all the non-selected ones should have zeros as value. Now, the real process of negotiation begins when the initiator considers that there is a difference between different proposals so that we have to negotiate to solve this decision conflict. The initiator follows different actions to do during the negotiation process to get the wMANOFS vector of weights. This vector will be sent to all negotiators. These participants use it in the second trial as source of historic information. Since they will be more trustful, they will even have minimum error of prediction. They can therefore enhance the classification performance. The negotiation process is aborted when the t=Tmax.
The question raised during the implementation of this method is: does a feature selected by just one OFS method have the same importance of a feature selected by two or three methods? This question leads us to think about giving more importance to the most selected features; which means according points of trust to each selected feature. In other words, TF (Trust of Feature) is the trust parameter initialized to 0.05 where ∈ [0, 1].
If a feature Fi is selected by one method, its TF will be changed as in Equation (11) (see Fig. 6 ):
where is another parameter initialized by the system's user. We suppose first of all that = 1 if one participant chooses the feature i. where the numbers 1, 2 and 3 are the number of times a feature is selected. In this example ( Fig. 6 ), just three OFS methods are present in the negotiation process, the vector w0 contains n features or weight of features and the vector selected features is a sparse vector with two layers where the first layer contains weights of different features (nonselected features has 0 as value and selected features has a weight different from 0). The second one is the layer of feature trust which contains the value of trust of each selected feature. These theoretical ideas should be validated experimentally. Next, we will present several experiments using the novel negotiation based OFS method.
ANOFS: Experimental Results
Experimental Testbed and compared algorithm. We conduct many experiments on a variety of benchmark datasets from UCI machine learning repository [40] and LIBSVM website. We have chosen these datasets arbitrarily in order to cover various sizes of them. Besides these datasets, we apply our proposed ANOFS methods (BANOFS and MANOFS) to real text classification datasets: (i) the Reuters Corpus Volume 1 (RCV1); (ii) 20 Newsgroups. In fact, we use a tiny version of the 20newsgroups data, with binary data for 100 words across 16242 postings, where we extract the "rec" versus "sci" and "comp" versus "rec" to form two binary classification tasks. Table 1 shows details of our experimental testbed. We compare our algorithm Multilateral Automated Negotiation based OFS to four algorithms RAND, PEtrun, OFS and BANOFS.
• "RAND": the randomized feature selection algorithm;
• "PEtrun": the modified perceptron by a simple truncation algorithm [10] ;
• "OFS": the online feature selection based sparse online learning algorithm [10] .
• "BANOFS": our Bilateral ANOFS method proposed in [41] .
In order to make an equitable comparison, all algorithms adopt the same experimental settings.
For every dataset, the number of selected features is B=round(0.1*dimensionality). All the experiments were conducted over 20 times. Performance Evaluation. We evaluate the online predictive performance and CPU running time of MANOFS and the fourth compared algorithms (as the average number of mistakes) on several data in Table 2 and on real text classification datasets in Table 3 . We observe a considerable enhancement in the accuracy of MANOFS method compared to BANOFS and to the other related methods. In fact, this result is explained since MANOFS method uses a trust model which allows each negotiator to learn more from the history of feature selection system. This consequently forms experience about which feature is so important and which feature is so irrelevant and so on. Also, the number of negotiators can make the difference and can explain these results. In fact, these learnersnegotiators are cooperative so the skill of each participant helps the improvement of feature selection process.
More specifically, using the MANOFS method makes us think about a multi-agent system with a negotiation process that resolves the problem of online feature selection.
This idea was implemented and tested and we will describe our OFS system in the next section.
MULTI-OBJECTIVE AUTOMATED NEGOTIATION BASED ONLINE FEATURE SELECTION SYSTEM
In this section, we will present our OFS system as Multi Agent System (MAS) named MOANOFS which resolves multi-issue negotiation based OFS. Let's note that in the work described before [39] , [41] , [42] we resolved a simple-issue negotiation based OFS; this means our objective was to minimize the error rate of prediction even with two learners or more.
Next, we will present our challenge and our idea to get our OFS system. Then, we will describe our MOANOFS system. Finally, we will show some experiment results using multi-issue negotiation based Online Feature Selection system (MOANOFS) compared to our simple-issue negotiation based OFS system (MALOFS) [39] , [41] and other state of the art OFS methods.
Challenge
First of all, we mention wherefrom the idea of designing such system is derived. In fact, we remark that distinguishing relevant features from redundant ones, in an ultra-high dimensional and massive training dataset and in an online fashion, is a big challenge. It can even be considered as a decision-making problem. In this paper, we overcame this challenge by developing an intelligent online feature selection system based on the principle of automated negotiation. We have designed an Online Feature Selection System using multiple collaborative agent learners. Several intelligent agent learners were used to improve the online classifier performance.
In fact, the idea behind this system was inspired by multi-classifiers systems proposed by Hamdani et al. [26] in which the classification performance is enhanced using interaction and communication concepts. In our case, we are interested in the analysis step in a pattern recognition system. Our aim is to enhance the decision-making system by improving the feature selection technique. Likewise, our OFS system is a new vision of OFS literature systems. We consider the online feature selection methods as intelligent agents. We suppose that we are in the context of decision making in order to resolve the problem of; which are relevant features? In the same context, we also integrate the principle of negotiation between agent-learners to have a multi-agent system (MAS) that supports machine learning model to reflect the whole complexity of the real world. Below, we present in details our OFS system.
MOANOFS: Description
We suppose that our negotiation space is represented by = 〈 , , , , 〉. P represents the set of participants where we have three OFS methods as participants in the negotiation process. A = {a1, a2, a3} represents the set of attributes or issues where a1 = Trust, a2 = ErrorRate and a3 = TimeCost. Each attribute ai takes its value from the corresponding domain Dai.
In a negotiation round, each OFS-Neg will make an offer o and send it to the initiator: ⃗ = 〈 1 , 2 , 3 〉 where 1 = , 2 = , 3 = _ . The valuation function for each OFS-Neg p for each attribute ∈ is defined by:
: → [0,1]. The valuations of attributes are assumed normalized:
( ) + ( ) + ( ) = 1. In fact, this is an example to explain more our process: each participant p in the negotiation process MANOFS aims first to minimize the error rate of prediction and then of classification. Second, it tends to minimize the time cost of the feature selection cost-time. Finally, our MOANOFS system has as third object to maximize its trust in this system. However, in any negotiation process, each participant gives value to each objective; this means a negotiator p can give more importance to the first object than the second and so one. A negotiator p is interested to maximize Trust objective by 0.2 ( ( ) = 0.2), it gives importance to minimizing the error rate and the cost-time objectives by 0.5 ( ( ) = 0.5) and 0.3 ( ( ) = 0.3) respectively. This example shows that the sum of these three objectives values is 1.
The valuation function of each OFS-Neg p for each attribute value ∈ is defined by: : → [0,1]. To measure the utility function of an offer o, we use a common way as following:
for example is the valuation of the objective 'Minimization of Error rate of prediction' which means the offer in Error Rate given by an OFS-Neg p.
It is clear that we are instead of a multi-objective problem. Our objective is minimizing this utility function in the case of transforming the maximization of trust by minimizing (1-trust) since trust should be in [0,1]. But, if we have two different types of objectives, in other words, if we should minimize one object and maximize another, we will have a complex multi objective problem. To resolve such problem, we propose to integrate a multiobjective particle swarm optimization MOPSO in each agent-learner. For each learner-negotiator (OFS-Neg), a population of particles is used to represent the offers. Each particle is composed of three issues as shown in Fig. 7 .
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This idea can be applied in our system but in the experimental results, we treat the case of minimizing the utility function with three issues. Next, we will present the section of experimental results using MOANOFS system.
The principle component of our MOANOFS system is the intelligent Agent-Learner (the OFS method). In our OFS system, we developped a framework of online feature selection based on first-order and secondorder online learning methods [44] . We use LIBOL [38] which is a library of online learning methods as machine learning tool. The different OFS algorithms based LIBOL are listed in [38] . In fact, these OFS algorithms are our Agents-Learners.
OFS-Neg (OFS Negotiator) is defined from two big domains. The first is the Feature Selection domain where OFS-Neg is an OFS method. OFS-Neg is a generalization of a First-order and Second-order Online Learning based truncation as Feature Selection technique. The second domain is the multi-agent systems where OFS-Neg is an agent that benefits from the characteristics of an agent in a MAS such as negotiation and environment adaptation and evolution (with Trust model).
Trust mechanism is usually used to help negotiators to select whom they should interact with. Trust is formed from one's own past experiences with other negotiators. To put it simpler, trust is the power of each negotiator building on its history.
Reputation is built according to the opinion that agent societies have on individuals. Trust and reputation mechanisms may help to reduce conflict by interacting with good partners.
Anupam and Mohamed presented in their paper [43] different types of trust model applied in multi-agent systems. Example, Direct Trust model or which is known as local trust. This type of trust represents the portion of trust that an agent computes from its own experience about another agent (called target agent).
Let ( 1, 2) represents the direct trust that agent p1 has upon agent p2 up to n transactions in the tth time interval. We have used the satisfaction measure to define direct trust as follows:
( 1 , 2 ) = ( 1 , 2 ) (12) where ( 1 , 2 ) represents the amount of satisfaction agent p1 has upon agent p2 based on its service up to n transactions in the tth time interval. The initial value of satisfaction is 0 0 ( 1 , 2 ) = 0. ,
( 1 , 2 ) = × ( 1 , 2 ) + (1 − ) × −1 ( 1 , 2 ). (16)  0 ( 1 , 2 ) = −1 ( 1 , 2 ) and 0 0 ( 1 , 2 ) = 0.  c is some user defined constant factor which controls to what extent we will react to the recent error ( 1 , 2 ). If we increase the value of c, we will give more significance to the recent deviation than the accumulated deviation and vice versa.  The threshold represents a threshold which is used to prevent from saturating to a fixed value. Initial value of is set to 1 and threshold is set to 0.25.
The principal objective of [43] is to provide a dynamic trust computation model which evaluates the trust of agents even in the presence of highly oscillating malicious behavior.
In fact, Trust can be used in various applications such as Spam Filtering, Recommender Systems, P2P File Sharing, etc.
Our MOANOFS system (see Fig. 8 ) contains two levels of selection. In the first level, the more confident OFS-Neg is selected (so the selection is between agents). In the second level, relevant features are selected using our negotiation method MANOFS (so the selection is between features).
MOANOFS: Experimental Results
In this section, we show results of extensive experiments conducted to evaluate our OFS system (MOANOFS).
A. Experimental Testbed
We evaluate our OFS system on a number of benchmark datasets from web machine learning repositories in order to examine the binary classification performance. Table 4 shows the details of all datasets in our experiments (you can find details on these datasets in [39] ). Some datasets can be downloaded from UCI machine leaning repository and LIBSVM website. We also apply our proposed MOANOFS to real text classification datasets: 20 Newsgroups 1 datasets. In fact, we have chosen to cover various sizes of datasets to conduct experiments on medium-scale and large-scale data, also on high dimensional large-scale real text and web data classification. 
B. Compared Algorithms
MOANOFS to our simple-issue negotiation based OFS system (MALOFS) [39] , [41] and to other state of the art OFS methods [10] , [18] , [19] [44] . Table 5 lists details of the compared OFS algorithms. All these algorithms have been developed for binary classification tasks. The experiments are conducted over 10 times with a random permutation of datasets. We exploit the OL's advantages which processes sequentially the data.
For every dataset, and as a first experiment, we set the number of selected features as round(0.1*dimensionality). Then, in a second experiment, we vary the number of selected features from one OFS-Neg to another (10%, 20%, and 30%).
In the experiments below, we show the importance of our OFS system compared to the execution of each OFS algorithm alone even by varying the B parameter (see Table 6 ) or the loss function between the different OFS-Neg. In our experiments, we compare the proposed In fact, each OFS-Neg chooses a loss type to work with; example AROW-OFS uses hinge loss as the loss function, but PA-OFS, SOP-OFS and ROMMA-OFS choose zeroone loss function, etc.
First of all, we present results of MOANOFS on several datasets by varying the number of selected features B.
C. Experiment I: Evaluation of MOANOFS by Varying B on Several Data
In this experiment, we choose randomly some datasets to test the influence of the B variation; the number of selected features; on the efficiency of our online feature selection system. We conducted this experiment by fixing three times the value of B (10%, 20% and 30%) and at a fourth time, we vary it randomly around the different OFS-Neg (eg. OFS-Neg1 selects 10%, OFS-Neg2 selects 20% and OFS-Neg3 selects 30%). Table 6 shows different results (prediction error rate (%) and time cost (second s)) of MOANOFS by varying the selected number of features.
We observe that when we fix the number of selected features, the error rate as well as the time-cost increase as we select more features. This can be explained by the efficiency of every online feature selection model by selecting minimum features and of course they should be the relevant ones to keep the meaning of the data in case.
The idea of varying B in different agent-learners of our MOANOFS was inspired by the importance of being different in a decision-making system. This difference can lead to better results. However, in our case, we observe that this variation enhances the CPU time_cost but it also has no interesting accuracy results.
If our objective is simply minimizing the CPU time_cost, the varied B will be a good choice.
We observe that 10% is the best choice if our objective is to minimize the error rate of predictors. For this reason, we choose to work with B = 10% in the following experiments. 
D. Experiment II: Evaluation of MOANOFS on Several Large-Scale Data
In this experiment, we evaluate the performance of online feature selection algorithms on a number of public largescale benchmark datasets as shown in Table 6 . Table 7 presents the online predictive performance of the compared algorithms by fixing the number of selected features to 10% of the dataset dimension.
Several observations can be conducted. First of all, we discuss the result of the first level which is the selection of the trustful OFS-Neg. In fact, the three elected learners differ from a test to another.
This means, that the system remarkably tries to choose the OFS-Neg which not only has the better accuracy but also which is confident all over the experiment. We make the result of the elected OFS-Neg in blue color. The MOANOFS result is in bold and in blue color too.
We observe that MOANOFS's performance is stable. The variation of MOANOFS is not larger than those of the other online feature selection algorithms on all over the datasets. The proposed MOANOFS is able to learn a more compact classification model. With the same number of selected features, MOANOFS is also able to achieve higher accuracy. However, we observe that our system can't enhance the time-cost in all datasets. But regarding to the balance between the minimum error of prediction and the CPU time-cost, and considering that we have the 'covtype' dataset as example, the variance is not high between neither the time of MOANOFS nor that of SCW since MALOFS outperforms in accuracy (MOANOFS: 1-6.9 % and SCW-OFS: 1-23.3%).
E. Experiment III: Evaluation of MOANOFS on Large-Scale Real Data
In this experiment, we evaluate our system on a number of large scale public benchmark real datasets which can be downloaded from SVMLin 2 . The results are shown in Table 8 .
These experiments on real datasets support our observations done before: our OFS system enhances the accuracy of prediction and this is due to the cooperation between multiple learners that have different preferences. 11.6 ± 0.2 (0.38s) 11.8 ± 0.2 (0.38s) 08.9 ± 0.2 (0.44s) 08.9 ± 0.20 (0.46s) 11.9 ± 0.20 (0.40s) 13.2 ± 0.30 (1.25s) 11.2 ± 0.20 (0.91s) 08.5 ± 0.20 (1.07s) 08.4 ± 0.10 (0.89s) 08.3 ± 0.00 (3.50s) 01.3 ± 0.03 (0.68s)
CONCLUSION
We have developed an intelligent online feature selection system based on automated negotiation principle. In this system, we designed an Online Feature Selection 2 http://vikas.sindhwani.org/svmlin.html System using multiple collaborative agent learners. Actually, we used multiple agent learners to implement our OFS system. Indeed, the idea of this work was inspired by the multiclassifier systems as in [26] where they use interaction and communication concepts to enhance the classification performance.
In our case, we are interested in the step of analysis in a pattern recognition system. Our aim is to improve the feature selection system in order to enhance the decisionmaking system. Likewise, our OFS system is a new vision of OFS literature systems. We considered the online learning methods as intelligent agents. We supposed that we are in the context of decision making problem to resolve the problem of how to distinguish the relevant features. In addition, we integrated, in the same context, the principle of negotiation between the agent-learners to have a multi-agent system that supports machine learning model to reflect the whole complexity of the real world. We have used a multi-objective negotiation technique where we tend to resolve the problem of online feature selection by minimizing the error and the time-cost of prediction, and maximizing the trust of each agent-learner. This leads to a multi-issue negotiation based online feature selection system MOANOFS.
MOANOFS is successfully applicable to different domains and it achieves high accuracy with some real-world applications.
Our work may be extended to resolve the problem of online feature selection for multi-classification domains. Also, we will resolve the problem of online feature selection in nonlinear domains, with unsupervised learning methods and unsupervised classification from stream data: a more real and complex problem.
